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Disputed Issues 
= Claim Construction: Whether the term “agent” excludes hardware and requires an

“OS-level software program or routine.” (POR, 32-36)

= Alleged Missing Limitations: Whether the Hellman-Chou combination renders
obvious the step of “using an agentto set up a verification structure in the
erasable, non-volatile memory of the BIOS.” (POR, 56-63)

= Motivation to Combine: Whether a skilled artisan would have been motivated to

combine Hellman and Chou,as proposedin the petition. (POR, 52-56)

= Dependent Claims: Whether Petitioner has shown the dependent encryption-
related claims 3, 8, 9, and 14 to be obvious. (POR, 64-65)

= Alleged Objective Indicia of Non-obviousness: Whether Patent Owner's
settlement agreements and purported industry praise support its claim of non-
obviousness. (POR, 66-70)
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(57) ABSTRACT

A method of restricting software operation withina license
limitation that is applicable for a computer having a first
non-volatile memory area, a second non-volatile memory
area, and a volatile memory area. The method includes the
steps of selecting a program residing in the volatile memory,
setting up a verification structure in the non-volatile
memories, verifying the program using the structure, and
acting on the program according to the verification.

19 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets

 
 

(57) ABSTRACT

A methodof restricting software operation within a license
limitation that is applicable for a computer having a first
non-volatile memory area, a second non-volatile memory
area, and a volatile memory area. The method includesthe
steps of selecting a program residing in the volatile memory,
setting u a verification structure in the non-volatile 

memories, verifying the program using the structure, and
acting on the program according to the verification.
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941 Patent — Independent Claim 1 
1. A method of restricting software operation within a

license for use with a computer including an erasable,
non-volatile memory area of a BIOS of the computer, and a
volatile memory area; the method comprising the stepsof:

selecting a program residing in the volatile memory,
in the

erasable, non-volatile memory of the BIOS, the veri-
fication structure accommodating data that includesat
least one license record.

verifying the program usingat least the verification struc-
ture from the erasable non-volatile memory of the
BIOS, and

acting on the program according to the verification.

 

EX1001, 6:59-7:4
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The 941 Patent — Summary of Invention 
SUMMARYOFTHE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method ofrestricting
software operation within a license limitation. This method
strongly relies on the use of a key and of a record, which
have been written into the non-volatile memory of a com-
puter.
 

Pet. 11; EX1001, 1:37-43

Now, there commences an initial license establishment
procedure, where a verification structure is set in the BIOS
So as to indicate that the specified program is licensed to run
on the specified computer. This is implemented by encrypt-
ing the license record (or portion thereof) using said key (or
portion thereof) exclusively or in conjunction with other
identification information) as an encryption key. The result-
ing encrypted license record is stored in another (second)
non-volatile section of the BIOS, e.g. E7PROM (or the

2

60

65

ROM). It should be noted that unlike the first non-volatile
section, the data in the second non-volatile memory may
optionally be erased or modified (using E7PROM manipu-
lation commands), so as to enable to add, modify or remove
licenses. The actual format of the license may include a
string of terms that correspondto a license registration entry
(e.g. lookup table entry or entries) at a license registration
bureau (which will be further described as part of the
preferred embodimentof the present invention).

EX1001, 1:59-2:9; Pet, 11-12; POR, 35
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The 941 Patent - Structure 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT

A schematic diagram of a computer and a license bureau
EEPROM is shown in FIG. 1. Thus, a computer processor (1) is 10

associated with input operations (2) and with output opera-
tions (3). This computer (processor) internally contains a
first non-volatile memory area (4) (e.g. the ROM section of
the BIOS), a second non-volatile memoryarea (5) (e.g. the
E*PROMsection of the BIOS), and a volatile memory area 15
(6) (e.g. the internal RAM memory of the computer).

1st + 2"4 = BIOS Memo

 The second non-volatile memory includes a license- °
record-area (9) e.g. which contains at least one encrypted
license-record (e.g. three records 10-12). The volatile
memory accommodates a license program (16) having
license record fields (13-15) appended thereto. By way of

Voy %) L example said fields stand for Application names(e.g. Lotus
/ 123), Vendor name (Lotus inc.), and numberof licensed

copies (1 for stand alone usage, >1 for numberof licensed
LICENSE BUREAU (7) users for a network application).

wSo

 

 
Pet. 13; EX1001, 5:9-34 

Pet. 14; EX1007, FIG. 1
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The *941 Patent - Method 
using an agent to set up a verification structure in the

65 erasable, non-volatile memory of the BIOS, the veri-
fication structure accommodating data that includesat
least one license record,

SELECTING

SETTING UP

 
 

EX1001, Claim 1
18

Using an “agent”

Setting up (18) the verification structure includes the steps
of: establishing or certifying the existence of a pseudo-
unique key in the first non-volatile memory area; and
establishing at least one license-record location in the first or
the second nonvolatile memory area.

Establishing a license-record includes the steps of: form-
ing a license-record by encrypting of the contents used to
form a license-record with other predetermined data
contents, using the key; and establishing the encrypted

VERIFYING

ACTING license-record in one of the at least one established license-

record locations (e.g. 10-12 in FIG. 1).

Pet. 15; EX1001, FIG. 2 Pet. 15; EX1001, 6:17-27

 
 Verifying

Software  
 20 tJ wi 
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CLAIM CONSTRUCTION 
Not Evidence



Claim Construction

Patent Owner’s Construction Petitioner’s Construction

“agent” excludes hardware and requires|“agent” should be givenits plain and
an “OS-level software program or ordinary meaning, which can be
routine” software, hardware, or a combination

POR 32-36 thereof
 

Reply 1-7

¢ The Board preliminarily (and correctly) rejected Patent Owner’s narrow construction in
the institution decision. pi 10, 23.

¢ The Board should (again) reject Patent Owner’s attempt to rewrite a claim term that
appears nowherein the 941 patent specification. Patent Owner has not metthe high
burden to show prosecution history disclaimer.

Petitioner's Demonstrative Exhibit 10
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"941 Patent Claims 
« “It is a bedrock principle of patent law that the claims of a patent

define the invention to which the patenteeis entitled the right to
exclude.” Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312 (Fed. Cir.
2005) (cleaned up).

= The claims themselves put no limitations on the term “agent.”

= Structurally, claim 1’s “agent” is only usedin the “setting up”
step.



941 Patent — Independent Claim 1

1. A method of restricting software operation within a
license for use with a computer including an erasable,
non-volatile memory area of a BIOS of the computer, and a
volatile memory area; the method comprising the stepsof:

selecting a program residing in the volatile memory,
in the

erasable, non-volatile memory of the BIOS, the veri-
fication structure accommodating data that includesat
least one license record.

verifying the program usingat least the verification struc-
ture from the erasable non-volatile memory of the
BIOS, and

acting on the program according to the verification.

 

EX1001, 6:59-7:4
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"941 Patent Specification 
“The specification is always highly relevant to the claim construction analysis.
Usually, it is dispositive;it is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed
term.” Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1315 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (cleaned up).

The 941 patent specification does not use the term “agent.” It was addedto the
claims during prosecution. Reply, 2.

The specification also does not use the term “operating system” or “OS-level
software.” Reply,2.

The only evidence Patent Ownerrelies on in the 941 patent specification is
disclosure of EZPROM manipulation commands, (POR, 35; Sur-Reply,10), which
purportedly describes OS-levelactivity.

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 13
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941 Patent Specification 
Now, there commences an initial license establishment

procedure, where a verification structure is set in the BIOS 60
so as to indicate that the specified program is licensed to run
on the specified computer. This is implemented by encrypt-
ing the license record (or portion thereof) using said key (or
portion thereof) exclusively or in conjunction with other
identification information) as an encryption key. The result- 65
ing encrypted license record is stored in another (second)
non-volatile section of the BIOS, e.g. E7PROM (or the

2

ROM).It should be noted that unlike the first non-volatile
section, the data in the second non-volatile memory may
optionally be erased or modified (using E7*PROM_manipu-
lation commands), so as to enable to add, modify or remove

5 ‘licenses. The actual format of the license may include a
string of terms that correspondto a license registration entry
(e.g. lookup table entry or entries) at a license registration
bureau (which will be further described as part of the
preferred embodimentof the present invention).

POR, 35; EX1001, 1:59-2:9
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‘941 Prosecution History 
= Patent Ownerrelies primarily on a theory of prosecution history disclaimer. sur

Reply at 6.

¢ Prosecution history disclaimers require, in the Federal Circuit's words, “clear and

unequivocal evidence that the claimed invention includes or does not include a

particular feature.” Poly-America, L.P. v. API Industries, Inc., 839 F.3d 1131, 1136 (Fed.

Cir. 2016) (citations omitted).

¢ “Ambiguous language cannot support disavowal.” /d.

= Nowherein its briefing does Patent Owneractually acknowledge the high
bar the Federal Circuit has set for prosecution history disclaimer.

= Its arguments fall well short of that high bar since the fairest reading of the
prosecution history puts no limits on the term “agent.”

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 15
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Prosecution History — Chron. 
= Examinerrejects claim 1 under Sec. 112 for failure to recite

a separate entity that performsthe setting up step.(Reply,3)

Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,first paragraph, as based on a disclosure5.

which is not enabling.‘AdevicetowritetoanEEPROMandamethodtakinginto

accountsaiddevicearecriticaloressentialtothepracticeoftheinvention,butnot

“ineludedintheclaim(s)isnotenabledbythedisclosure)See In re Mayhew, 527

F.2d 1229, 188 USPQ 356 (CCPA 1976).TheApplicantsdonotteachthedevice

eraseitsdata.

EX1002, 117
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Prosecution History — Chron. 
= Claim amendedin responseto a 112 rejection (Reply, 3-4; EX1002, 137)

 

 

J 1. (Twice Amended) A method ofrestricting software operation within a license Applicant’s representative appreciates the Examiner’s courtesy in conducting a personnel
for use with a computer including an firstnen-erasable-—non-volatiiememory—areaasecond, interview in this case. The claims have been amendedas agreed upon during the interview andit

nen-crasable, non-volatile memory area of a (BIOS) of the computer, and a volatile memory is respectfully submitted that this application is now in condition for allowance.

area; the Specifically, claim 1 has been amendedtorecite that the verification structure is stored in

comprising the stepsof: an_erasable, non-volatile memory area of the BIOS. This claim amendment overcomes the

selecting a program residing in the volatile memory, rejections under 35 U.S.C. 112,first paragraph in sections 3, 4 and 5 ofthe Final Office Action,

using an agent to setting up verification structure in the secend-erasable, non-volatile as well as the rejection under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph in section 7 of the Final Office

memory of the BIOS, the verfieation-verification structure accommodatinges data that includes Action. 

at least one license record,

verifying the program using at least said-theverification structure from the erasable non-

volatile memory of the BIOS, and

acting on the program according to the verification.

= Amendment adds “agent” as the entity responsible for setting up the verification structure—i.e., writing
to the EEPROM.(Reply, 4; EX1002, 135)

= Applicant introduces “a description of a specific embodimentof the invention”in the form of the Beeble
White paper. (EX1002, 136)

Petitioner's Demonstrative Exhibit 17
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Prosecution History — Chron. 
= Post amendment, claims rejected over Misra, Goldman, and Ewertz.

EX1002, 187.
Furthermore, there is no suggestion or motivation to combine Misra and Ewertz in the

oH Applicant Responds: mamner suggested in the Office Action. BIOS is a configuration utility. Software license
management applications, such as the one ofthe present invention, are operating system (OS)

Claims 1-23 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Mista Laan
level programs. Therefore, BIOS programs and software licensing management applications do

et al. in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,684,951 to Goldman et al. and U.S. Patent No. 5,479,639 —
notordinarily interact or communicate because when BIOSis running,the computeris in a

Ewertz et al.

i i ing. ; d OSlevelThe cited references do not render the present invention obvious as they do not teach or configuration mode, hence OSis not running. Thus, BIOS an ve are nommall
suggest, among other things, storing a verification structure, such as a software licenseaoutuallyexclusive.
Fasteres—2S—_.SSS—SnncTegm

information, in the BIOS ofa computer as is recited in the present claims. EXx1002. 197 Ewertz teaches that writing to the BIOSarea is performed by the BIOS routines:; .

“Referring to Fig. 8, processing logic for updating the flash memory
device with configuration data, such as EJSA information, is

Additionally, Misra teaches away from using the BIOSas a storage area by making a illustrated... The processing logic shown in Fig. 8 resides in the system

statement about client computers that do not have a persistent non-volatile area. Misra teaches a licensing system that is OS level based:

“The license cache 136 is kept in persisted (non-volatile) storage. Clients “The license generator 26, license server 28 and intermediate server 32
that do not have persistent storage can be issued licenses as long as they are preferably implemented as computer servers, such as Windows NT
can generate a unique client ID and can respond to the client platform servers that nm Windows NT server operating systems from Microsoft
challenge protocol”(Misra, Col. 12, lines 15-18) corporation, or UNIX-based servers” Col 5, lines 3-7

Thus, the systems described in Misra and Ewertz are an OS program and a BIOS

Since all computers must have a BIOS,it is clear Misra teaches away from using the . . . .
program, respectively, that cannot run at the same time. Therefore, there is no teaching or Ex1002. 199

BIOSas a local storage area for licenses. EX1002, 201 oo .
suggestion to combine these programs. In fact such a combination would change the operation

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 19
Not Evidence



Prosecution History — Chron. 
Moreover, the present invention proceeds against conventional wisdom in the art. Using

a Focus on setting up the ceeeeeeeeeeneerevcmsem_¢8 . - obvious. The area is not consi a storage area for computer applications. An aryverification structure in BIOS
skilled artisan would not consider the BIOS as a storage medium to preserve application data for

at least two reasons.

2 N O mention of “agent” First, OS does not support this functionality and is not recognized as a hardware device
like other peripherals. Every OS provides a set ofapplication program interfaces (APIs) for

applications to access storage devices such as hard drives, removable devices, etc. An ordinary

person skilled in the art makes use of OSfeatures to write date to storage mediums. There is no

OS support whatsoever to write data to the system BIOS. Therefore, an ordinary person skilled

in the art would not consider the BIOSas a possible storage medium. Furthermore, it is common

= No restrictions on “agent”

that all peripheral devices in the PC are listed aud recognized by the OS except for the BIOS,-

This supports the fact that the BIOSis not considered aperipheral device. Accordingly, an

ordinary person skilled in the art would not consider the BIOS for any operation, including

writing to the BIOS.

Second, no file system is associated with the BIOS. Every writable device connected to

the PCis associated with an OSfile systern to arrange and manage data structures. An example

for such a file system would be FAT, FAT32, NTFS, HPFS,etc. that suggests writing data to the

writable device. No such file system is associated with the BIOS. This is further evidence that

OS level application programmers would not consider the BIOS as a storage medium for license

data. Pet. 16-17; Reply, 4; EX1002, 200.
Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 20
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Prosecution History — Chron. 
licensing numbers. Hence,it appearsinitially, that to one of ordinary skill of the= Examiner allows claims:
art, the combination of Ewertz et al. with either Ginter et al. and/or Misraetal.,

would renderthe present invention obvious. However, the key distinction

“TRIemarks in the examiner’s betweenthe present invention and the closestprior art, is that the Misra et al.,
statement of reasonsfor allowance” and Ginter et al. systems and the Ewertz et al. system run at the operating
are “insufficient to limit claim scope.”
Ancora Techs., Inc. v. Apple, Inc.,
744 F.3d 732, 737 (Fed. Cir. 2014) systems, singly or collectively, do not teach licensed programs running at the OS

(cleaned up). level interacting with a program verification structure stored in the BIOSto verify

system level and BIOSlevel, respectively. More specifically, the closest prior art

the program usingthe verification structure and having a user act on the program

according to the verification. Further, it is well known to those of ordinary skill of

the art that a computer BIOSis not setup to managea software license

verification structure. The present invention overcomesthis difficulty by using an

agent to set up a verification structure in the erasable, non-volatile memory of the

BIOS.

Reply, 6-7; EX1002, 213
Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 21
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Key Takeaways 
= Applicant/Patent Ownerall along emphasized that the crux of the claimed invention

wasstoring a license record in BIOS. Pet. 16-17; Reply 4-5; EX1002, 197-201; EX1033, 12.

— POPR:“[s]toring the verification structure in BIOS memory wasa ‘keydistinction” over the art, and that the BIOS limitation “was
significant to the 941 Patent’s innovation.” Reply, 4; POPR, 35-36.

— Inventor: Setting up verification structure in BIOS was“the key highlight of this technology.” Reply, 4-5; EX1034, 74:4-75:16.

— Courts: “In sum, the prosecution history demonstrates that the focus of the claimsis that the verification structure is in the erasable
portion of the non-volatile memory and usesthekeyin the separate non-erasable portion.” Reply, 5; EX1020, 18.

= “Agent” was added to overcome a § 112 rejection and to recite a separate entity for
performing the claimed setting up step. Reply 3-4; £x1002, 116-17, 135, 137; EX1033, 13.

= Applicant never mentioned the significance of the agentatall, let alone
distinguished prior art on the basis that it lacks an agent. Reply 4-6.

= Examiner’s use of “agent” does not restrict the term — it is whateveris used to
interface with non-volatile memory to set up a verification structure.

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 22
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ALLEGED MISSING LIMITATIONS 
Not Evidence



“using an agentto set up a verification structure” 
= “Agent”

¢ Patent Owner’s alleged missing-limitation argument rises andfalls with its too narrow
construction of “agent” as excluding hardware only and hardware-software implementations.

¢ With no alternative arguments, there is no dispute that Hellman discloses an “agent” under
the plain and ordinary meaning of that term, which allows hardware and hardware-software
implementations.

° In any event, the prior art combinations render obvious a software-only agent.

= “Verification Structure’

¢ Hellman’s memory structure(i.e., table) of M values defined by H valuesis the claimed
“verification structure.”

¢ Patent Owner’s contrary arguments are based on an implicit construction that a
verification structure must be some (unspecified) specific type of structure.

Petitioner's Demonstrative Exhibit 24
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Prior Art — Hellman 
However, there is no copy protection, so that one

25 dishonest customer can make as may copies as he wants
of the i i acquaint-
ances These ac-

quaintances can in turn giveorsell generation copies to
their acquaintances, etc.

EX1004, 2:24-29; Pet. 22; Reply, 10. AUTHORIZATION
BILLING

UNIT

 

  
The user at base unit 12 obtains software package 17 F.1G— /

by purchasing it at a store, over telephoneline, or in
some similar manner. The cost for software package 17
can be set low because additional revenue will be ob- EX1004, FIG. 1: Pet. 23.
tained by the software manufacturer when issuing addi- 55
tional authorizations for use of the software package.

EX1004, 5:51-56; Pet. 23.

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 25
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Prior Art — Hellman 
software being used. Update unit 36 applies to interrog-
atory signal representing H to a non-volatile memory
37, for example an EEPROM or a CMOS memory with
battery backup. The non-volatile memory 37 applies a
signal to the update unit 36, said signal representing M,
the number of authorized uses of the software package
with hash value H whichstill remain unused prior to
this new authorization. The update unit 36 adds M and
N and applies a signal representing M-+N to the non-
volatile memory 37, so that M+N replaces the old
numberM in the non-volatile memory 37 as the number
of uses of the software package which have been paid
for. |

SOFTWARE 

  
CRYPTO

CHECK

UNIT
 

Pet. 25; EX1004, 10:1-13.

package is being used. Update unit 36 uses H as an
address to non-volatile memory 37, which responds
with a signal representing M, the number of uses of
software package 17 whicharestill available.P AUTHORIZATION|&%1904, FIGs. 1, 6

Pet. 26; EX1004, 10:40-43 BILLING (excerpted)
Petitioner's Demonstrative Exhibit UNIT 26

jot Evidence

 



Prior Art — Hellman 
FIG. 8 depicts an implemenation of the base unit 12

during use of a software package. Software package 17
35 is connected to the base unit 12 and a signal representing 42

said software package is operated on by the one-way
hash function generator 33 to produce an outputsignal
which represents the hash value H. The signal H is
transmitted to update unit 36 to indicate which software

40 package is being used. Update unit 36 uses H as an
address to non-volatile memory 37, which responds
with a signal representing M, the number of uses of
software package 17 whicharestill available.

Pet. 26; EX1004, 10:40-43

SOFTWARE

  
  
 

 

|ONEwaeWAYpaver fe—| switch|ONEwae

 
 
 
 

 

NON

VOLITILE

MEMORY

 
 

UPDATE

UNIT
Software player 42 will vary from application to

application. For example, if the software is recorded
music then software player 42 would be a record player;

FIG_8&

EX1004, FIG. 8 
Pet. 33-34, 37; EX1003, 99;
EX1004, 10:66-11:3
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Hellman Renders Obvious a Software “Agent” 
= “(U]pdate unit would have been implemented by a software

routine, potentially along with a hardware module.”Pet. 39; Ex1003,
4/137; Reply, 9.

= Hellman’s disclosed verification process is, without modification,
suitable for software implementation. £x1003, 991137-137B; EX1033, 18;
Reply, 9.

= A software implementation would allow the provider of the base
unit and authorization andbilling unit “to change the
implementation logic” of the units over time, “without having to
physically disassemble, modify, and reassemble” them. Pet. 39;
Reply 9; EX1003, JJ§[| 137B, 138B; EX2026, 34:17-19, 35:9-18; EX1033, J§| 17-18; DI, 23-24.

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 28
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Hellman Renders Obvious a Software “Agent” 
= Claims do not preclude hardware from working with software to

set up the claimed verification structure. Reply 10; Ex1033, | 26; EX1035,
122:12-123:10, 129:9-130:22, 131:14-19.

= Both experts agree:
Dr. Martin: Q. Can other components or software be
used along with the agentto set up the verification
structure?

MR. GOSSE:Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: The way| read this limitation in Claim 1
of using an agentto set up a verification structure,it
requires the use of the agentto set up theverification
structure as described in the limitations. But it does not

exclude the possibility of using additional other entities or
operations in service of using an agent to set up a
verification structure.

EX1035, 129:9-130:22, see also 122:12-123:10, 131:14-19.
Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit

Not Evidence

Dr. Wolfe: “[E]ven if the claimed
agentis limited to software,
nothing in the claims precludes
the software from working with
hardwareto set up the claimed
verification structure.”

EX1033, 926.



Hellman Renders Obvious a Software “Agent” 
= Dr. Wolfe testified that a POSA would have known howto address any security risks that a

software-implementation might create. Reply 11; EX1033, J{] 22-23. Patent Ownerdid not depose
Dr. Wolfe and this technical point is unrebutted.

¢ “(W]e do not ignore the modifications that one skilled in the art would maketo a device borrowedfrom theprior
art.” In re ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., 496 F.3d 1374, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2007).

= That Hellman’s alleged hardware implementation may also be effective does not negate Dr.
Wolfe’s rationale for using a software implementation. Reply 11.

¢ “The normaldesire of artisans to improve upon whatis already generally known can provide the motivation to
optimize variables such as the percentage of a Known polymerfor use in a knowndevice.” /n re Ethicon, Inc.,
844 F.3d 1344, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2017).

= Dr. Wolfe unambiguously opined as to what a POSA “would do,” not what she “could do.”
Reply 11-12; EX1003, J] 137, 137A, 138-138B; EX2026, 34:17-19; EX1033, J] 24-25.

137A. A POSAwouldhaverecognized that the update unit 36 wouldhave

been implemented by software, hardware, or some combination of the two.

Petitioner's Demonstrative Exhibit EX1003, 1 137A 30
Not Evidence

 



Hellman Renders Obvious an OS-Level Software “Agent” Under Patent Owner’s Construction

= Dr. Martin's criteria for determining whether a program operatesat
the OS level (Reply, 13):

¢ OS-level software “relates to programsthat are running that use the running
operating system services, as part of their operation.” £x1035, 100:8-22.

¢ “OS-level software can be thought of as running through the operating
system.” Id. 101:19-102:4.

¢ OS-level software “rel[ies] on operating system services and is doing so
after the operating system is running.”Id., 102:5-9, 105:4-10.

¢ “[T]here is, in that sense, a momentof transition when the operating system
first starts running, its services become available, and then an application
could rely on those services. Whenthey do so, they’re relying on the OS
level services, not the BIOS configuration utility ... .” Id. 103:9-104:2.

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 31
Not Evidence



Hellman Renders Obvious an OS-Level Software “Agent”
Under Patent Owner’s Construction 

= Hellman’s base unit is a computer and computersin the early 1980s and throughout the
1990s used operating systems.Reply 12-13; EX2026, 31:21-23; 34:1-2; EX1033, Jf] 28-29; EX2018, | 73; EX1035,
99:17-100:1, 109:9-17.

Dr. Wolfe

28. AsTexplained above, a POSA would have understood that Hellman’s

system uses a computeras the base unit (which includes the update unit). Supra

19. And it was well understood at the time of the alleged invention that computers

used operating systems. Indeed, I made clear during my depositionthat “[a]

general purpose desktop computer, like an ordinary PC, would usually have an

operating system.” EX2026, 34:1-2; see also id., 31:21-32:23 (noting that Hellman

“talks about a computer,” and that a POSA “would assume that a computer has an

operating system’), 33:16-18 (“If you bought a computer, a desktop computer, for

home use, that would almost always have an operating system.”).

EX1033, J 28

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit
Not Evidence

Dr. Martin

Q. You would agree that operating systems

were well known as of 1998, right?

A. Yes, I do.

MR. GOSSE: Object to form.

THE WITNESS: I do agree that operating

systems generally were well known to people of

ordinary skill in the art in 1998.

* * *

Q. Dr. Martin, would you agree that OS level

programs, as you understand that term, were known

in the art as of 1998?

A. Yes, I do agree that in 1998, it was

known that programs could run that would rely on

operating system services that are available

because the operating system has been started.

And so in that sense, yes, OS level programs were

EX1035, 99:17-100:1, 109:9-17 32
known at that time.



Hellman Renders Obvious an OS-Level Software “Agent”
Under Patent Owner’s Construction 

=» Patent Owner’s own arguments support Petitioner’s position. Reply 13-14; POR 35; EX2018, 128;
EX1033, 932; EX1035, 148:6-22, 152:8-153:22, 156:7-157:1, 163:18-164:2, 174:20-176:9, 178:21-179:14; EX1033, 33-41; EX1029, 5.

"941 Patent Hellman

identification information) as an encryption key. The result- software being used. Update unit 36 applies to interrog-
ing encrypted license record is stored in another (second) atory signal representing H to a non-volatile memory
non-volatile section of the BIOS, e.g. E7PROM (or the 37, for example an EEPROM or a CMOS memorywith

a1. battery backup. The non-volatile memory 37 applies a
ROM). itshould be noted hatunlike Me na non-volatile 5 signal to the update unit 36, said signal representing M,
section, the data in the second non-vo ati ¢ memory may the number of authorized uses of the software package
optionally be erased or modified (using E7PROM manipu-. with hash value H whichstill remain unused prior to
lation commands), so as to enable to add, modify or remove this new authorization. The update unit 36 adds M and
licenses. The actual format of the license may include a N and applies a signal representing M+Nto the non-
string of terms that correspondto a license registration entry 10 volatile memory 37, so that M+N replaces the old
(e.g. lookup table entry or entries) at a license registration numberM in the non-volatile memory 37 as the number
bureau (which will be further described as part of the of uses of the software package which have been paid
preferred embodiment of the present invention). for.

EX1001, 1:65-2:9 (cited by POR 35) EX1004, 10:1-13 (cited by Reply 13-14; EX1033, 33)

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 33
jot Evidence



Hellman Discloses a “Verification Structure” 
= Any data structure established to accommodate a license record qualifies as a

“verification structure.” Reply 15; Ex1033, 99]44-46; DI, 25; POPR, 32; EX1001, 6:17-21.

= The claimed “verification structure” is Hellman’s memory structure (e.g., a table of
M values) defined by hash values (H). Pet. 37-39; Reply 14-15; EX1004, 10:38-49; EX1003, 9135-36;
EX1033, 42-47, EX1026, 30:1-22. FIG.8 depicts an implemenation of the base unit 12

during use of a software package. Software package 17
35 is connected to the base unit 12 and a signal representing

Aicmiine Adee said software package 1S operated on by the one-way
‘ hash function generator 33 to produce an outputsignal

Address Defined by(HI)|ME which represents the hash value H. The signal H is
transmitted to update uni hich software Ml

Address Defined by (H2)
Address Defined by (3) 0 

  If M is greater than 0 then update unit36sends a
45 control signal to switch 41 which activates software

player 42, allowing it to use software package 17. Up-
date unit 36 also decrements M to M—1 andstores this
as the new value in address H in non-volatile memory
37.

= Hash values are used to interrogate the non-volatile memory and thus in fact exist. Reply 15;
ID 25; EX1033 47; EX1035, 152:8-153:22.

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 34
Not Evidence
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[57] ABSTRACT

Apparatus and method for discouraging computer theft. The
apparatus and method requires that a password or other
unique information be supplied to the computer before the
computer BIOS routines can be completely executed. A
BIOS memory storing the BIOSroutines includesa security
routine which will determine whether or not the required
password entered by theuser, or a known quantity read from
an externally connected memory device is present. The
security function stored within the BIOS memory also
includes an administration function which permits the com-
puter to beeither placed in a lockedstate, thereby requiring
password or the known quantity read from an externally
connected memory device to be present each time the
computer is booted up. The administration function also
permits an unlock state which permits the computer boot up
process to complete without entering any password or
externally supplied quantity. The external memory location
is consulted during each boot up sequence, to determine
whether the computerhas been placed in the lockedor in the
unlockedstate. If the security depends upon the supply of
the knownquantity from an externally connected memory
device, the computer will be inoperable to anyone not in
possession of the external memorydevice. In the event that
the external memory location bearing the locked or unlocked
code is removed, the security function assumes the computer
to be in the locked state, thus frustrating avoidance of the
locked state by tampering with the external memory.

16 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
 

 
[57] ABSTRACT

Apparatus and method for discouraging computer theft. The
apparatus and method requires that a password or other
unique information be supplied to the computer before the
computer BIOS routines can be completely executed.

  
 

 

hich will determine whether or not the required
passwordentered bythe user, or a known quantity read from
an externally connected memory device is   
 
includes an administration function which permits the com-
puter to be either placed in a lockedstate, thereby requiring
password or the known quantity read from an externally
connected memory device to be present each time the
computer is booted up. The administration function also 

Pet, 27; EX1005, Abstract
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Prior Art — Chou 
= Chou makes important observations Many computer manufacturers have implemented pass-

. word protection in the computer BIOS (Basic Input/Output
relative to BIOS memory. Reply, 27-28. System) which is integral to the operation of a personal
¢ Using EEPROMfor BIOSallowsoneto write data computer. The password protection in the BIOS halts the

system boot up unless the user enters a password which is
to BIOS memory. also stored in the foregoing CMOS RAM.Asnoted, if the

wn 5

° This allows BIOS memory, stored in EEPROM, to power is removed from the CMOS RAM, the password is 60
be used for security features like password cleared and the system will boot up without requiring the
protection, and to store security routines. user to enter the required password.

Recent changes in the computer BIOS memorystorage
devices permit writing data to the BIOS memory, offering
the opportunity to provide password protection within the 65
same memory which stores the BIOS routines. Thus, any
attempt to delete the protection will result in the BIOS

2

routine being disabled, disabling the boot up process.
EEPROM flash devices may be programmed with BIOS
routines which permit the user to enter data without requir-
ing the computer to be returned to the manufacture. The

5 present invention makes use of these new BIOS memory
devices for effecting security measures which discourage
theft.

Pet., 27-28; EX1005, 1:54-2:7
Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit 38

Not Evidence



Prior Art — Chou 
= Chou discloses storing security routines in BIOS EEPROMto discouragepiracy.

Pet. 27-28.

Referring now to FIG. 1, a general organization of a
personal computer 10 is shown which includes

Taeeaewill be evident with respect to the descrip-
tion of this embodiment, the BIOS routines which provide
for the basic input/output system cannot be completely
executed unless the security function is successfully
executed. EX1005, 3:21-29

 
 

 
 

user entered password for protection. 
in a system

which relics on a user entered password instead of an

  
  
  
  
 
  

 POST

BOOT CODE

PERIPERHAL

SECURITY CHECK

ADMINISTRATION

PASSWORD 1

PASSWORD 2

COMPUTER ID

externally connected key to enable complete execution of ~  
 the BIOS routines. First and second passwordsare entered PUBLIC KEY

EX1005, 3:21-29 BIOS EX1005, FIG. 7
MEMORY
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Hellman-Chou Combination 
SOFTWARE 

 
PERM.

MEMORY
 
 

BIOS motivated

by Chou ~_

EEPROM  
Pet. 29, 33, 35-36; Reply 16-17; EX1004, FIG. 6 (annotated)

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit
Not Evidence

10

Hellman

software being used. Update unit 36 applies to interrog-
atory signal representing H to a non-volatile memory
37, for example anEEPROMor a CMOS memory with
battery backup. Thenon-volatile memory 37 applies a
signal to the update unit 36, said signal representing M,
the number of authorized uses of the software package
with hash value H whichstill remain unused prior to
this new authorization. The update unit 36 adds M and
N and applies a signal representing M+N to the non-
volatile memory 37, so that M+N replaces the old
number M in the non-volatile memory 37 as the number
of uses of the software package which have been paid
for.

Chou EX1004, 10:1-13
Recent changes in the computer BIOS memory storage

devices permil writing data to the BIOS memory, offering
the opportunity to provide password protection within the
same memory which stores the BIOS routines. Thus, any
attempt to delete the protection will result in the BIOS
routine being disabled, disabling the boot up process.

aa5

EEPROM flash devices may be programmed with BIOS
routines which permit the user to enter data without requir-
ing the computer to be returned to the manufacture. The

5 present invention makes use of these new BIOS memory
devices for effecting security measures which discourage
theft.

EX1005, 1:63-2:7
40



DEPENDENT CLAIMS 



United States Patent ,15)

Prior Art — Schneck
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 Schnecket al. 145} Date of Patent: Aug. 3, 1999
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DISTRIBUTION OF DIGITAL PROPERTY WO93,015S0 1/1993 WIPO.S6/27155 98/1996 WIPO.

[75] Inventors: Paul B. Schneck, Potomac; Marshall OTHER PUBLICATIONSD. Abrams, Silver Spring, both of Md. THER PUBLICATIONS
Abrams, M. D. et al, “Cyptography”, Information Secu-

[73] Assignee: MRJ, Inc., Fairfax, Va. rity-AnIntegrated Collection of Essays, Abrams, M.D.ct al
eds., IEEE Computer Society Press 1995, pp. 350-384

[21] Appl. No.: 08/968,887 Choudhury,A. K. et al, “Copyright Protection for Electronic
ss) Publishing Over Computer Networks”, IEEE Network,
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46 Primary Examiner—Bernarr E. Gregory
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protected portions of the data is prevented, other than in a
non-useable form; and users are provided access to the data
only in accordance with the rules as enforced by a mecha-
nism protected by tamper detection. A method is also
provided for distributing data for subsequent controlled use
of those data, The methodincludes protecting portions of the
data, preventing access to the protected portions of the data
other than in a non-useable form, determining rules con-
cerming access rights to the data; protecting the rules; and
providing 4 package including; the protected portions of the
data and the protected mules. A user is provided controlled
access to the distributed data only in accordance with the
rules as enforced by a mechanism protected by tamper
protection, A device is provided for controlling access to
data having protected data portions and rules concerning
access rights to the data. The device includes means for
storing the rules, and means for accessing the protected data
portions only in accordance with the rules, whereby user
access to the protected data portions is permitted onlyif the
rules indicate that the user is allowed to access the portionsof the data.

88 Claims, 26 Drawing Sheets

 
In general, within the system 
 

 
 

 

 Unencrypted data are only
present within the access mechanism 114inside the security
boundary 167 in components where the data can be 10
destroyed when tampering with the access mechanism 114 is
detected.

EX1006, 17:6-12; Pet. 42.

  
 

Sinc

devices (for example, disks, and the like}
this ensures that a physical atlack on the system

will pot resull in compromise of plaintext.

EX1006, 25:64-67; Pet. 42.
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Dependent Claims 3, 8, 9, 14 (encrypting the LR) 
= Schneckprotects against “secondary distribution” of software. Pet. 42:

EX1006, 6:57-62; 2:40:67.

= Schneckachievesthis, in part, by encrypting data “on any non-
volatile storage devices so that they remain unavailable in the case
of tampering.” Pet. 42; EX1006, 17:6-12; see also EX1006, 25:64-67; EX1003, 144-
150.

= The skilled artisan would have found it obvious to store Hellman’s

licensing information, in non-volatile memory 37, in encrypted form.
¢ Specifically, where Hellman’s licenseis for an unlimited numberof uses (M is

unlimited; EX1004, 10:55-65), the skilled artisan would have stored Hellman’s
authorization A in encrypted form on Hellman’s EEPROM. Pet. 45; Ex1003, 991144-
50; Reply, 21-22: EX1033, 9962-63.
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Dependent Claims 3, 8, 9, 14 (encrypting the LR) 
= Contra Sur-Reply at 20, Petitioner did not “cherry-pick” Hellman’s “unlimited use”

embodimentin its Reply.

¢ Petitioner unambiguously identified Hellman’s unlimited use embodimentin the Petition as
“especially useful where M wasthe default value representing ‘unlimited numberof uses of a
software package’ ... given that M would not need to be incremented or decremented.” Pet. 45.

= Patent Owner’s claim of improper hindsight is unsupportable.

¢ Schneckdiscloses storing data in non-volatile flash memory in encrypted form (EX1006, 25:64-
67). The skilled artisan would have applied that technique to Hellman’s non-volatile memory 37
to “further[] Hellman’s goal of preventing a license authorization from being improperly
duplicated.” Pet. 46; EX1003, 9]144-50.

= Petitioner's expert Dr. Wolfe addressed (at EX1033, J]J62-64) Patent Owner’s
complaints about authorization A allegedly not including number of uses M (POR
65). His technical testimony on this point stands unrebutted since Patent Owner
did not depose Dr. Wolfe on his Reply declaration.
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Plain and Ordinary Meaning 
= Oxford Dictionary of Computing:

¢ “agent An autonomous system that receives information from its environment, processesit, and
performs actions on that environment. Agents may havedifferent degreesofintelligence or
rationality, and may be software, hardware,or both.”

¢ Contra Sur-Reply at 2, this definition does not “relate[] to ‘robots’.”

=" Contra Sur-Reply at 2, none of Ancora’s multiple dictionaries “require” an agent to be “a
software program orroutine,” let alone an “OS-level” software program or routine.

= Despite its insistence that the “agent” as an “OS-level” software program orroutine is a
crucial aspect of the purported invention, andits insistence that the Hellman-Chou
combination does not disclose an “OS-level” software agent, Patent Owner nonetheless
refuses to say what “OS-level” software is or what its defining characteristics might be.It
is, according to Patent Owner, a “non issue.” Sur Reply at 10.
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Writing to EEPROM waswell-known by March 1998 
=» Patent Owner’s own arguments support Petitioner’s position. Reply 13-14; POR 35; EX2018, 128;

EX1033, 932; EX1035, 148:6-22, 152:8-153:22, 156:7-157:1, 163:18-164:2, 174:20-176:9, 178:21-179:14; EX1033, J][33-41; EX1029,
5.

Beeble White Paper
2. EEPROM Writing

Beeble will attempt to write license data by utilizing theDMIFunction52h”,
which is designed to write DMI structures to EEPROM. If BIOS
manufactures do not support DMI function 52h, then Beeble will write to a
EEPROMgenerically. Beeble’s File System incorporates a driver that
contains a library of different EEPROM chips and properinstructions set to
write to different chip manufacturers. If the Beeble driver does not recognize
the EEPROM, the Beeble driver will attempt to download a new driver from
the Beeble License server.

EX2011, ANC000184

Petitioners Demonstrative Exhibit
Not Evidence

Dr. Martin

&. Is it fair to say that DMI function 52h

was known as of March 1998?

MR. GOSSE: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: Well, assuming that this

footnote on ANC 184 has an accurate date

associated with this publication of the SM BIOS

reference specifications, then I would also expect

that the documentation being referred to here was

available at that time in 1998.

BY MR. CRUDO:

QO. Is it fair to say as a general matter,

writing data structures to EEPROM was known as of

March 1998?

A. Generally speaking, yes, it's fair to say

that it was known to read and write from EEPROM

generally. EX1035, 178:21-179:14 47


